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1. Introduction

More than 35 years ago (which is quite a long time in AI
history ), John McCarthy wrote:

"... in order for a program to be capable of learning something, it
must first be capable of being told it... Included in the set of
imperatives which may be obeyed is the routine which deduces and
obeys. "[6]

Except for various ad hoc (and sometimes quite successful)
systems, this de facto manifesto calling for the study of
introspective systems did not give rise to what may be
called "a general architecture for declarative and/or
reflective machine learning". Some recent research taking
place under the label of "goal-driven learning" signals
however a renewed interest in these very basic issues: "
learning in such systems is an active process.., to generate
learning goals, goal-driven learning systems must be
introspective" [5].

Interestingly enough, researchers from outside of the AI
community have developped high hopes from such
systems: "..decision support systems can be provided by
facilitating and stimulating reflective learning" [1]. For most
people however reflective learning remains an unexplained
concept. A tentative intuitive description goes as follows:

after solving a problem, reflect on the solution, i.e. try and
express implicit solving processes and/or ideas as explicit
procedures and/or knowledge.

A more constructive approach leads to the following 3-
steps process:

after focusing on a problem, select a particular goal
look for ways to achieve this goal and then build a plan
leading to a solution
finally, ’Yeflect" on this plan and come up with a
reusable framework allowing one to easily retrieve
and/or deduce pairs of goal/plan instances.

This last description bears numerous analogies with
previously advocated learning paradigms, such as
explanation-based learning (EBL) . in fact many EBL
problem solvers have been designed "to learn from
successful operator sequences" with the definite goal of
improving the system’s overall problem solving
performance [7]. Our own approach basically follows the
same path. To try and distinguish it from previous work, let
us mention its use of

a reflection scheme allowing the deliberative integration
of planning, execution and learning steps [4]
predeflned generic operators that permit one to improve
problem solving performance by switching from "search
guided only by weak methods to domain-dependent
focused behavior" [2].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2
reviews some fundamental concepts about reflection; section
3 introduces the one particular framework we have been
experimenting with so far; section 4 illustrates the
preceeding discussions with a simple working example.

2.-Towards a reflective learning tower
architecture

Following the pioneering work of B. Smith [9], it has
become customary to introduce reflective systems by
considering an infinite tower of metacircular language
processors (or interpreters) in which each processor
interprets the one below it, with the interpreter at the
bottom executing user input and the whole tower being run
by an "ultimate machine" at the top. As recalled by Jefferson
and Friedman [3] (which also provide a very readable and
enjoyable reconstruction of an equivalent finite tower), the
various levels in this tower are connected by a mechanism,
called reifieation, that permits a program rtmning at one
level to provide code to the next higher level. Thus when a
user level re/tier is applied, "its body is run as ff it were code
belonging to the interpreter running the application". In
another view of this same process, the contents of an
interpreter registers are passed above suitably package or
reifed, such that the receiving interpreter can manipulate
them (this process is then described as converting program
into data). Conversely, reflection (giving rise to so-called
deifiers) activates a level down in the tower, and can be seen
as the process by which some data values from an
interpreter are loaded into the lower interpreter registers.
Consequently, "this process may be thought of as turning
data into program" [10].
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This final structure dearly distinguishes two fundamental
componmts, Le. the L-leveis and the K-levels (for language-
and knowledge-level, respectively). While us~ inputs are
received at the bottom, they are ultimately interpreted at the
L-ultimate level, which is where "some concrete
computation really proceeds, say, by using underlying
hardware resources"[8]. This ultimate L-level also coincides
with the base K-level, where the knowledge interpretation
proc~s is actually initiated. On-going computations up to
the K-ultimate level eventually relate to the domain at the
top, which models the external world.

3.-A particular learning scheme based
on predefined generic operators

For the p~ of our discussion it suffices to note in a
first approach that each processor in the learning tower
(except for the one which coincides with the L-ultimate
level) can be represented in a STRIPS-like formalism
involving the usual precondition, add and delete lists,
together with an additional execute list containing calls to
reiflers and/or deifiers. Besides base level knowledge taking
the form of domain operators, a meta-level may well
embody a classical means-end analysis forming an MEA
planner, Le a typical weak search method. Our learning
scheme is then based on the following assumptions:

to any plan returned by the MEA planner (the result of 
weak search method analogous to a backward chaining
behavior possibly involving backtracking) corresponds
a learned program analogous to an optimized forward
chaining behavior involving the application of derived
domain operators which can be used without
preconditions.

Among the (meta)theories that are put to work via deifiers
to implement this scheme, we single out:

a "generic" theory containing partially uninstantiated
operators whose execute list chains together successive
calls to reifiers allowing to activate a lower level
metatheory (such as metaapply), allowing one in turn to
activate derived upper level domain operators
a learning meta-theory which, given a particular MEA
plan, is ~ to instantiate operators from the generic
theory and to derive directly applicable operators from
the original domain theory, thus giving rise to a directly
applicable learned domain theory.

4.-Application: a dynamic student’s
model of skill acquisition

The learning scheme just introduced was inspired by and
intended to serve as the basis for modelling student’s
acquisition of financial accounting skills from textbook
knowledge. Such student routinely face the goal of finding
the right journal entries corresponding to given accounting
situations. Applicable textbook knowledge, as expressed in
a formal base-level theory, first provides the kind of entries
associated with various possible basic transactions. Further
textbook knowledge indicates the kind of events leading to
such transactions. Under the hypothesis that unskilled
students will "go by the book", the implicit solving process
allowing them to deduce the correct entries will be
equivalent to a backward chaining search, and thus will
match the behavior of the MEA planner.

When the number of possible events becomes high,
forward chaining is a better choice. Skilled students,
reflecting on their experience, will eventually switch to this
mode. When encountering successive instances of the same
kind of event they will further cut their search effort, a
number of analogies gradually allowing them to "blindly"
follow the same procedure. Directly applicable operators
are thus implicitly put to work.

As hypothesized in section 3, MEA plans can be used as a
starting point to model this learning process. The plans thus
obtained can then be used by the learning theory to
instantiate generic entry operators. Together with modified
domain operators bearing the name of single preconditions,
these entry operators will constitute a new domain theory
that in essence allows one to forward chain the right set of
journal entries.
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